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								World Wine Services deliver alcohol to yachts, private jets and villas around the world. We are highly experienced couriers with expert industry knowledge.
								
									Download Guide
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									Yachts

									Our team of experienced drivers deliver the length and breadth of the Mediterranean - and even further afield when required.
For deliveries elsewhere in the world, we work with a range of courier, International transport and airfreight companies to ensure that we can provide a range of delivery solutions to suit every client. Prices vary based on the urgency of your order, the value of the merchandise and your delivery budget.
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									Villas

									At WWS we pride ourselves on discretion and professionalism. Our drivers will liaise with your Interior Teams directly to ensure that your delivery runs as smoothly as possible.
Whether you would like advice on building the perfect cellar, or simply topping up your existing stocks, we are committed to providing Sommelier level service every time.
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									Jets

									Our headquarters in Nice is a stone's throw from the International Airport. We work closely with the Private Jet Terminal to ensure that our deliveries are smooth and stress-free.
We can provide tax-free deliveries of wine, Champagne & spirits to your Private Jet if you are able to meet the following criteria:
	Your flight destination is outside of the EU
	Your flight is direct and does not include a stop-over
	Your Captain can provide us with the aircraft tail number and the details of your Handling Agency onshore

	
								

							

						

					

				

			
		
		

		
			
			
			

			
				
					
						
							Coming soon...
Our invite-only, Private Members Club for collectors and connoisseurs!
Exclusive access to limited availability parcels of the finest and rarest wines in the world
Unique vineyard tours and experiences
Access to the most valuable private wine collections in the world Bespoke cellar design and creation
							Register Interest
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Hello, Cliquez sur l'un de nos agents ci-dessous et nous vous contacterons dans les meilleurs délais.
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Hello, How can I help you?




    